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AN IN\ESTTOA,TION OF DIAGONAL TENSION

IN REINFORCED CONCRETE BEA}ß

ABSTRACT

An investi-gation of diagonal tension of twenüy-one

reinforced concrete beams is presented in th:is thesis. Tests

were carried out in three series of simply supported. beams. A

nest of rollers was inserted in each beam of Series I anC II in

order to el-imi-nate the vertical shear stress of concrete in the

co:npression zone. The beans of Series I were reinforced arith

tensile steel only r+hile those of the other t¡+o series hrere pro-

vided with tensile and. r+eb reinforcement. The size of all beams

r+as 81tx14t8x6t-0tr. All beams except one were tested. for three

different positions of concentrated loads with a span of 5t-0tt.

The compressive concrete strengths ranged from 11800 to 51500

psi" Ðeflections of the beams under load were measured and the

crack patterns rsere observed and photographed. No strain gages

were used to measure strains in the reinforeement.

All beams of Series I failed in an unexpected way other

than d.iagonal tension failure. The test results indicate that the

shear capacity of the beans of Series II seems to be affected by

¡*eb and. tensile reinforcernent onì.y and independent of concrete

strength and shear span. The shear resistanees contributed by

concrete, web and tensile reinforcement in beams of Series III

have been eva}.lated in the analysis. Di¡e to the insufficient



nr¡mber of beams tested., only a tentative ultirnate shear equation

røas developed for computing shear capacity of reinforced concrete

beams. tr\rrther, the application of the equation may be limited

to beams sinilar to those of Series III a¡rd its accuracy will
depend on the correctness of the estimation of the effective

stirrups.

King Hau üfu
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NOTATTON

The following notation is used throughout this thesis.

As ' area of tension reinforcement

Â" I area of r*eb reinforcement

a a shear span rihich is the distance betr¿een a support and the

nearest interior load point

e{ a angle of r.¡eb reinforcement to a horizontal }ine

b :r width of a rectangular bean

c and cr o 'resultants of com¡lressive stresses in concrete

ca2 c2t and ca E resultants of compressive stresses i¡ concrete

at diagonal tensÍon failure for beams of series r, rr, ând

III respectively

A C a increment of compressive force

c a principal compressive stress

d ss effective depth of tensÍon reinforcement

f B horizontal fiber stress

fs I stress in tension reinforcement at failure

fv ¡ critical tensíle stress of rseb reinforcement

fy æ yield point stress of reinforcement

fJ a compressive strength of 6 x 12 in. concrete control cylind.ers

r r moment of inertia of cross section about neutrar axis

jal & internal moment arm

K rE (sin d' * cos d.) sin cÀ and. K - I for beams with vertical stirnrps

þ and k3 ! coefficients

1$ ¡E moment at the critical section of a bea¡r at shear fairure



)cL

m = number of stirrups across a diagonal crack

0 E perimeter of reinforcing bar

hr ht and. P111 E ultimate loads at diagonal tension failure in

beams of Series I, II, and III respectívely

Pc a initial cracking load

Pu a ultimate load at diagonal tension failure

P r ratio of As/bd

A r statical moment abor¡t neutral axis of that portion of cross

section beyond. the layer contailring a particle

q E moment at3n betÌileen reaction of bean and resulta¡rt of tension

for bea¡ns of Series I
RI, RII and R g a reactions at diagonal tension failure in beams

of Series I, If, and III respectively

r Ë ratio of Av/bs

S a shearing force along the plane of tension reinforcement

Sc É shearing force of uncracked concrete

St s shearing force of tension reinforcement

s s spacing of stirrup

st a unit shearing stress of tension reinforcement

T and Tr E tension forces in tension reinforcement

T\, T2, and T3 a tension forces in tension reinforcement at diagonal

tension failure for beams of Series I, II, â¡rd III respectively

Tv Ê total tension force in r¿eb reinforcement crossing a diagonal

tension crack

A f a increment of tension in tensile reinforcement
Lt r príncipal tensile stress or diagonal tension



rçLI.

u s bond stress of reinforcement

V s shearing force

Vo and Vs a shearing forces at diagonal tension failure for beams

of Series I a¡ril. II respectively

1r I nominal shearing stress E vffi
v- and vn - y¡- a¡rd Vn respectively! Þ Elã 6iã'

vÉ a nominal shearing stress at diagona} tension {qilur€'

; E longitudinal distance defining the location of 1o

+ ' inclination of ùiagonal- tension



CHAPTER I
INTRODUCÎION

There are müty different modes of failure of reinforced

concrete beams. Their c¿tuse of failure may be due to either bending

or shear exceeding its resisting capacity. There have been conpÍrra-

tively more research work and. more theories developed in ultinrate

flexural strength of beans tha¡r those in ultimate shearing strength.

Therefore the flIexural stresses are better understood and the design

criterias for flLexure in b,uilùing codes are generaLly safe. However,

due to inadeçrate information from Laboratories, builùing codes nay

not have sufficiently stringent requirements for beams subjected to

shear. This may be a factor leaðing to inadeErate stn¡ctural designs

a¡rd consequent failure.

0n 1? August 1955, one span of a rigÍd frame warehouse at

Ivilkins ain Force Base, sheS-by, u.s.A. corlapsed. serÍous cracks

opened in several other r+arehouses of the same design. Various st¡dies

about this ¡natter urged. the American Goncrete Institute to revÍse the

diagonal tension requirernent of the 1951 AGI Builiting code. Increased

web rei¡forcement for diagonal tension and specified anounts of anchorç,

age of negative tension reinforcement have been added in the Builcting

code ReErirements for Reinforced concrete (ecr stg-s6) published in
the ACI Journal, lby 1956.

Because of the imFortance of the shearing stresses Ín

reinforced concrete beams more investigations should be devoted to
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this field. The pur?ose of this study was to investigate the contrib-

ution of longitud.ina-l tensile reinforcement, web reÍnforcement, and

concrete strength to the ultimate sheari:ng strength of reinforced con-

crete beans.

In this investigation only simrply supported reÍ¡forced con-

crete beams were tested and the rveb reinforcenent rdìas limited to one

ty¡le of two-legged vertical stirrups. The noninal concrete strengths

varied from 21000 psi to 51000 psi. the ratios of the area of the

tensile steel to the effective cross sectional area of the concrete

varied frsn 0.0256 to 0.0412. the beams r¡ere rather heavily reinforced

in tension steel since f1e>ct¡ra1 failure was to be avoided ín this

investigation.
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CHAFTER, II
EARLY DE"IIH,OPMM{T OF SHEIIR AND I}IAGOI.IAT TE.ISION

ïN REINF0RCEII CONCRETE BEttl'6

It is of interest to describe the early developrnent of

shear and diagonal tension in reínforced concrete beams. Some of the

early correct theories developed i¡ this field were rejected. and soon

forgotten by others until they were fotrnd again and. verified to be

right. the early developments nere rnainly in Ðurope and in the United

States.

Earlv developnegt in E\¡rope In 1899, W. Ritter presented.

the first published sttrdy of rseb reÍnforcement. IIe suggested Eq. (1)

be used in designing ver-tical stirn¡ps based on tr:uss analogy.

V * Avfvid
s

(1)

Horsever it r¿as not accepted because the basic concepts

were not understood by some other røell-knowr engineers of that tirne.

E. Mörschr a great Gerrnan engineer, establ-ished the first
laboratory for testing shear in reinforced concrete beans. rn 1g02

he presented a pattern of diagonal cracks ritrich inùicated diagonal

tension as the cause of shear failures in reinforced concrete beams.

Stilt søre engineers in &\rrope ùid not agree rrith Märsch.

They believed that horizontal shear is the cause of shearing failures

in reinforced concrete beans. Even an authorÍty of that day considered

the resistance of stirmps to be derived from their horizontat shearing

strength insteed of tensile strength.
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In 190? Mörsch presented ¿¡ ìrnFortant paper pertairuing to

further developments in ùiagonal tension. He pointed out the follow-

ing itms:
(a) Diagonal tension is the cause of shear failures in

reinforced concrete beams acconling to a study of stress trajectories.

(b) The nominal shearíng stregs should be used as a measure

of d.iagonal tension and it is computed by Eq. (2)

vav
bjd

(2)

(c) Stirrtrps act in tension but not in horizontal shear.

(d) Failure of reinforced concrete beams in diagonal

tension was erçlained by means of redistribution of internal stresses

after the formatíon of d.iagonal tension crack. This rrill be discussed.

in detail in Chapter V. The final failure of the beam may be caused

by a cnrshing failure in the cø¡rression zone or by a bond failure in

tensile reinforcement. He supported Eq. (1) bV assuning that the

vertical shear is entirely taken by stirmps and diagonal crack Ínclined

at an angle of 45 degrees.

Eq. (Z) is still employed. in curent design as a measure of

diagonal tension. Ìdodified Eq. (1) is also used i-n design of vertical

stirnrps in the ACt Buitùing Code. The total vertical shear V in Eq.

(Z) has changed to V? rdrich is the difference of the totat vertical

shear and the allowable vertical shear resisted by concrete.

Ear1y develounsnt in the United. States In the United States

diagonal- tension in reinforced concrete beams rrere reported by E. A"

Moritz a¡rd A. N. lalbot in 1906. M. 0. Ittithey introduced Eq. (1) into
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the.åmerican concrete literature. He indicated that in addition to the

tension in the vertical stirrrrps, the uncracked. concrete in the com¡lres-

sion zone, ând a possÍb1e dor*el action of the longituùinal tensil-e re-
inforcement nay carry part of the shear. rn lgog ralbot reported a

study of r¡eb stresses from tests of lgg reinforced concrete beams.

By 1910, diagonal tension was r¡elI established as the cause

of the shear failures i¡r nor:nal reinforced concrete beams in Europe and.

the united states. The theories concer"ning shear, bond a¡rd diagonat

tension røill be presented in Chapter IIL
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l

CHAPTER, III
sHEtR, B0ND, AND DIAGOT{AL ÎENSI0N

This chapter contains the derivations of fortulas for

nominal shearing a¡rd bond stresses, the distinction of shea^ning

stresses from diagona^l,tension, and the oçlanation of diagonaÌ ten-

sion cracks by means of stress trajectories in reinforced concrete

beems. It was felt that a revier* of these would lead to a better
11

understa¡rding !9t the investigation. the subsequent paragraphs of

thís chapter are devoted to this puryose.

Shearine Stresses These stresses are those which tend to
/,{

make one vertical or horizontal plane of concrete sl:id-i'ng along its
\_-

adjacent p1ane. For honogeneous or pLain concrete beans, unit shear-

ing stress can be cunputed by Eq. (S) from principles of mechanÍs5

vr¡VQ
Ib

(s)

Rei¡forced concrete beams are not hmogeneous. Iûren they

are subjected to shearing forces, they behave in çrite a ùifferent

nanner from that of plaÍn concrete bea¡ns. It is usually assr¡rned. that

no longitudinal tension is canied by the concrete and that there is

no sllpping betroeen concrete 'nd steel in calculating shearing and

bond. stresses.

Gonsider an element ÍÉth a short length dx of the bea¡r as

a free body in Fig. I (a). The forces acting on this element are the

resu.Ltants of compressive forces C a¡rd çr, the tensile forces T and Tr,

a¡rd the vertical shear V. The increrrent of tension\rAT¡ tends to pulI
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the lor'¡er part of the éle¡nent to the right r¿hile the increment of com-

pressionr AC, tends to push the upper part to the left. Hor*ever, these

e¡cternal forces nust be in eçrilibrium. Therefore, the increment of

tensionrar, in the steer ca¡r be computed by taking moments at a.

ãM¡ - o
^T'jd 

E Vdx

AT rs (4)

The free body in Fig. I (b) is a portion of the erement of

Fig. 1 (a) cut by the horizontal section line a - a bet¡¡een the neutral

axis and. the tension steel. The increment of tensíonrAT, is resisted

by the horizontar shearing force vbdx along the section line a-a.

Equilibriran gives

AT a vbd.x

Fbom Esq. (+) and (S) v E

(s)

bjd (2)

V tlx
jd

Eq. (2) is the equation of no¡rinaL shearing stregs wt¡ich

gives a constant unit shearing stress between the tensíon reinforcement

and' the neutral axis. this eEration is applicable to reinforced con-

crete beams subjected to moment and shear only" If a direct thmst or

a direct tension also acts upon the element, some mod.ification to the

equation is necessar¡r.

The shearing stress in the compression zone is smaller than

the nominal shearing stress because the increment of compression exists

in the free body diagram. Fig" r (c) shows a portion of the element of

Fig. 1 (a) cut by a horizontal line b-b above the neutral axis. The

shearing stress at arry point in the compression zone of reinforced. con-

crete bearns may be conputed by Eq. (s). A t¡ryical distribution of unit
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shearing stress in a cross section of a reinforced concrete beam is
shown Ín Fig. I (d). ShearÍng stresses Ín compnession zone are usually

not calcul"ated, onry the nominal shearing stress Ís significant in
designs and studíes of reinforced concrete beams.

Bond Stresses Bond stress is the intensity of an adhesive

force between the surfaces of the steel reinforcement arrd the concrete.

The transmission of the increment in total tensile stress to the shear-

ing stress is dependa¡rt on the bond betr¡een the concrete a.nd the steeil.

Therefore in Fig. I (a) the bsnd force u (zo) (dx) mrst be equal to

the incre¡nent of tensionr4T.

u (ã0) dx s aT (6)

Combine Eqs. (a) and (6) u (a O) (dx) s Vdx
jd

(?)uB

Eq. (?) is the nominaL bond stress in reinforced concrete beans. rn

this investigation, failure of reinforced concrete bea¡ns due to bond

faitrure rras verT und.esirable. Hence special anchorage rrÍth washers

r'¡elded at the ends of steel bars rsas provided to prevent beams fail.ing

in this mode, although it r¡as realized that with modern deforrned bars

bond failures a.re not probable in simple beanrs of nornar proportion.

Diagonal tension in plain Concnet-e Beams Diagonal

tension is the inclined principal tension owing to the action of fiber
stress and the horizontal and ver'ti.cal shearing stresses in concrete

beams. The sùnpry supported plain concrete beam in Fig. 2 (a) is sub-

iected to uniform loads r*trich cause shearing and bending stresses, Let
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knorm as diagonal

t=;;.
ÀJ 4

Figs. a (b) and (c) represent infinitely snall cubes of concrete beLow

and above the neutral aris respectively. the forces acting on these

elements are the vertical and horizontal shearing stresses of equal

intensity v and the horizontal fiber stress f nomral- to the vertical

axis. The horizontal stress ís in tension or in compression depenùing

on whether it is belo¡* or above the neutral a:cis. Because of the com-

bined effect of these stresses, prÍncipal stresses result as shown Ín

Figs. 2 (b) arxt 2 (c). The prÍncipal tensiJ.e stress t a¡rd. the principat

compressive stress c can be computed by Eqs. (8) antt (g). The principal

tensile stress in concrete is tension.

(e)

(e)

i,lhere f is positive for a tensile fiber stress, and negative

for a conpressíve fiber stress. the directÍons of principal stresses

are given in Dq. (10)

tan$- - 2y
f

t¡sL+
2

cEBf
2

(10)

I\so values off, differing by gO deg., will satisfy Eq.

(10). This corresponds rrith the fact that principal stresses ocg1rr

orthogona.lly at each point. accorrling to a prÍncipre of mechanics

the principal tensile stress will artrays lie rrithin the principal

45 deg. angle *hich is the angle subtended by the algebraically

greater normal stress and the shear diagonal, Thus, the inclínation

of diagonal tension of any particle below the neutral axis is less
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than 45 deg. and that above the neutral- axis is more than 45 deg. as

shorm in Figs. 2 (b) and (c). For any particle along the neutral axis

the direction of its ùiagonal tension nust be 45 deg. nith the horízontal

since the fiber stress is eqtral to zero in Eq. (10). With the use of

Eq. (10) tr¡o fanilies of stress trajectories at right angles to each

other can be drarnr for the whole bea¡n. Stress trajectori-es are those

curves whose tangents and nortals at all points on the curres are the

directions of principäh stresses. fn Fig. 2 (a) the fanily of solid

curves represents the directions of the d.iagonal tensions a¡rd the

fan:ily of the dotted curres índicates the directions of the principal

compressive stresses.

Because concrete is strong in ccnpression a¡rd r¡eak in

tensionn plain concrete bea¡ns may fail- suddenly rvithout mrning due

to diagonal tension" careful attention should be given particd-arJ-y

to diagonal- tensÍon. The first te¡m on the left hand. side of Eq. (g)

wil-l becone negative for compressive fiber stress, so it is obvious

that in any section of a simply supportd. hurogeneous beam the inten-

sities of d.iagonal tensions below the neutraL axis are rmch larger than

those above the neutral axis. Therefore probable cracks rsould usually

occur below the neutral axis and in the directions nornal to the princi-
pal tensile stress trajectories as showr in Fig. I (a). The cracks

nor:nal or nearly nor¡nal to the horizontal edge of the beam are tension

cracks rùile the inclined cracks are caì]ed diagonal tension cracks.

Diaeonal ten-sion in reinforced concrete beams lh¡e to the

concentration of tension in steel reÍnforcement the magnitude of tensile
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fiber stresses are çrite uncertain in reinforced concrete beams.

^&lthough it is irpossibre to cornpute diagonal tension accuratetr_y by

Eqs. (s) and (10), yet an approximate picture of stress trajectories

may be obtained. Fig. 2 (o) shor*æ the appro:cimate principal tensile
stress trajectories for a uniforrnly loaded rej.¡rforced. concrete bea¡n

t¿ithout r+eb reinforcenent. These curyes are somenrhat si¡nilar to those

in the plain concrete beam in Fis. 2 (a). However, the stress traject-
ories in the central portion of the beam belo¡s the neutral axis are

quite indeterrrinate and therefore are not showr in the fígure$. alr
the curwes cross the neutrar axis at nearry 45 deg. and approach the

top edge of the beam at 9o deg. The possibre cracks are also shown

in the figure. In order to simplify the conceptions of these inclined
stresses and for convenience in designing r¡eb reinforcement, the nomi-

nal shearing stress í"/úffi;hly used as a measure of rhe diagonal(-----'""
tension in cormon practice. rt ¡nr¡st be real_ized that the shearing

stress is only one of the tlrro factors affecting the diagonal tension

and there is no definite relation between the d.iagonal tension and the

shearing stress alone. For instance, the shearing stresses in a simple

beam and a¡r identical restrained beam with the same loadìng condition

may be equal, yet the diagonal tensions at the supports of the sirnpre

beam may be rm¡ch smaller tha¡r those of the restrained. bea¡r because

there is no fiber stress exi.sting at the supports of the simple beam.

since theorecticaÌ analysis can give only very rough

estimation as to diagonal tension of reinforced concrete beams, it is
necessary to conduct sctensive elqlerimental tests to deter:nine the
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shearing strengths of the bea¡rs having various influencing factors.

The failure by diagonal tension nay be presented if the sheani-ng

stress is kept bel-or* the ultimate by a certain factor of safety of

the orrler of two or three.
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cHAmm. Iv

RElttEt'¡ 0F THE CURRENT INII$TIGATI0NS 0F SEE¡¡RING

STRB{GÎH IN REINFORCED CONCREÎE BEIII6

It was considered. beneficial in the preparation of this study

to make a review of current i:rvestigations being carried on by others on

the shearing strength of reinforced concrete beams.

Thís chapter is devoted to reviewing these studies. Gurrent

sûudies includ.e the papers presented by Oreste Moretto in lg45r by Arthur

P. Clark in 1951, and by lfoody-Viest in 1955. The beams tested by

Moretto a¡rd C1ark were simply supported beacns w?rile those tested by l&ody-

liest consisted. of both símple and restrained beams. In their testst

the strains in concrete and steel reinforcement r.$ere measured by electri"c

strain gages to dete¡mine the corresponding stresses developed under test-

ing. The deflLections of beams were also recorded and the cracks r¿ere

obse¡sed. A brief description of their inrlividual studies wilL be pre-

sented in the followÍng paragraphs.

The investigatíon !g Orestg Moretts¡ In his paper forty

four reinforced concrete beams u¡ith stirmps wel-ded to the longitu-

ilinal reinforcement were presented. The tests rrere made on simple

beams and load.ed at third points. It was concluded that a beam with

welded stirrrrps might increase resistance to d.iagonaÌ tension by 20 per

cent over one rsith similar loose stirrrrps. Finally Eq. (11) for pre-

d:icting the ulti-mate lo¿d on the basis of uLtimate nominal shearing

stress was proposed, taking into account the effect of the web reinforce-

ment, the strength of concrete, and the amount of the tensile longitud-

inal reinforcment.
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vu s K." f, + 0.10 få + 5r000p (11)

ldrere 6 * (sin J + cosÀ). sint a¡rd K * l- for bea,ms ¡rith

vertical- stirnrps"

the invgstieat&n Þg Arthq !. C1ark Clarkrs rests included

símple beams with two dífferent cross sections, four different spans, f,ive

ùifferent loadings and concrete strengths varying fron 21000 to 6rg00 psi.

He believed that in addÍtion to the facbrs consid.ered by Moretto the

ratio of shear span to the effective depth ruould. also affect the ultimate

shearing strength of reinforced concrete. Eq. (Lz) is an enrpirical

equation suggested by Cl_ark.

v.^ B 2,50OJT + 0.12f: ++?r00Op (12)

th-e investigêlqion Þz Þfoodr-viest From rhe studies of rJ6
simple and restrai¡ed rectanguJ-ar beams rsith'and without lreb reinforce-

mentr general equations applicable to both kinds of bea¡ns for predicting

the initial diagonal tension cracking load a¡rd ultimate shearing J"oad.

were developed.,."lhu equation for the initial cracking load. rras obtained
.,/ ..'

from test datdé ér * enpirical ex¡lression. For the case of, sinple beansi¡n
ç"""it ruas found that the initial d.iagonal cracking is affected by the

strength of concrete and the ratio of shear span to the effective depth

only.

rt was stated that if a bea¡n ca¡r sustain a load greater

than the cracking load, a redistribution of internal stress wilL take

place after the formation of diagonal crack. As a result of destnrcti-on

of concrete in the cmpression zone above or beLow the d.iagonal tension

crack, shear failure occurs" ÍIith the aid of several asswn¡ltions, a
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gelreral ultimate monent equation was developed by a semÍ-rati.onal approach.

Eq. (19) is the ultimate no¡nent equation ¡e¡ sinFJ-e beams wÍth vertical
stirnrps suggested by Moody-Viest.

k I ksf: M2 kr k3f I

Díscussiln of lhe cument investigations In both the

i:rvestigations by Moretto and Clark only simply supported beam specimens

were tested. The eEratÍons of the ultin¿te shearing load rsere obtained.

empírically from the ultimate nonrinal sheari-ng stresses with the factors

known to affect the shearing load" Eqs. (Ir) a¡rcl (12) are of simiLar

fonn except that the ratio of shear span to the effective depth is
introduced i-nto Eq. (12) " Á, conparison betr¿een the actuar nourinal

shearing stresses of the beams tested by the ínvestigators ¡nentioned

in¡'this chapten and the computed shearing stresses by Eqs. (u) a¡rd

(12) shows that Eq. (L2) sives mrch better resrrlts. ThÍs i¡rdicates that

the ratio of shear span to the effective depth plays an,Í-nportant role
on the shearing strength of reinforced concrete beams.

For the testeil beams ¡vÍthout rseb reinforcement Eq. (rs¡

predicts shear strengths of the test beams closer than Eqs. (II) and (12).

But for the most of the tested. beans r¡ith web reinforcement both Eqs. (12)

arrd (13) can predict the shearing strengths rsithin 1o per cent emor.

Because Eq. (13) is sometù¿t complex in its fom, and usually reinforced

concrete beams in actual practice have web reinforcement it is preferable

to use Eq. (12) or similar form of equation for estimating the shearing

strength of beams. on the other hand Eq. (12) is not appricable to re-
strained' bea¡ns. Eq. (1s) is therefore valuable for this ki¡d of beams.

lr-*, *t'.\* t"'1 (r3)
\ ' krkrr¿/ krkrfå bdz

M^ nf5r5-s
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CHAPTM, V

TÍIEORIES AND MEf,HODS OF HTALUATION OF TIIREE IUPORTANT

AACTORS IN DIAGONAI, TMISTON SIRBIGÎH

As stated in the previous chapter, all the current investiga-

tions of diagonaL tension in reinforced concrete beans reqrired. strain

gages to d.eten¡ine the internal stresses. In this investigation a new

approach was attempted withor¡t using strain gages. The time and labour

in setting up the strain gages was saved and. the testing procedures !Íere

much simplified.

F?on the studies of the current Ínvestigations sheaning

strength of a reinforced concrete beam is courposed of three important

factors, nanely: (1) the sheaning strength of the longitudinal tensíon

steel; (Z) the shearing strength developed by tension in r+eb reinforce-

ment, and (s) the shearing strength of uncracked concrete above the

neutral a:(is. The theories and methods of evaluatÍon these three factors

will be presented in the succeeding paragraphs of this chapter.

Consider a reinforced concrete bea¡n r*ith vertical stirnrps

in Fig. 5 failing due to diagonal tension. Assr¡ne the diagonal tension

cracks incline frcnn the end of the support bearing pletes to the neutral

a>cis. then, the free body diagra¡n of the left part of the beam:a¡le is

shown in Fig. 54. The vertical forces acting on the free body are as

follorus:

The vertical reaction R ü at the support.

The vertÍca1 shearing force S, of the longitudinal tensíon

1.

a,

steel.
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3. The resultant of the tensile force of the stirmps Tu .

4. The vertical concrete shearÍng force S" above the

neutral aiis.

For equilibrirm, E V r, 0

Rn* Sr+Tu+5" (l_4)

Seven ordinarl¡ reinforced concrete bea¡rs of this kind ¡sere

made in this investigation. They n¡ere cålled bea¡rs of Series III. The

details of these beams rsill be described in Chapter VI.

Method. of evaluating the shearins strensth of the logeltg-

digal tengion steel Any factor in resisting diagonal tension may be

evaluated easily by testing a reinforced concrete bean with the other

trvo factors isolated. The beam in Fig. 3 is a beam si¡nilar to the one

in Fig. 5 except. that no web reinforcement is provided a¡rd a porti.on of

the compression concrete is replaced by a set of bearing plates and.

rollers. this kind. of beaÇwas called. beanis of series r i¡ this

investigation. This beam offers no shearing resista¡rces by uncracked

concrete and stirmps, yet the compressÍve forces can be transnitted

through the nest of roLlers. After the formatíon of the diagonal ten-

sion crack, no stresses can exist in the concrete across the crack.

The only force\ to resist the reaction is the vertical shearing force

of the longitudinal steel. If the diagonal tension crack is similar

to the one in Fig. 5, the free body diagram for this beam at failure
may be showr in Fig. 34.

For eçrilibrium,

But

ã V E 0 R,*Sr

R | * _!L and S" * 4".s,
2

S- ta Pt
l-

2as

(rs¡

Therefone (ro¡
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r'itrere R t and P1 âre the reaction and. applied load respectively of the

beam in Fig. 4 at failure. Hence the shearing resistance offered by

the longitudinal tension bars of a reinforced concnete beam nay be

obtained by testing a similar beam without stírmps but hrith rollers

in place of a portion of concrete. rts magnitude may be eçrar to the

ultimate reaction of the latter beam if their diagonal tension cracks

are similar. Moreover, its shearing stress nay be equal to the ultimate

load divided by trvice the area of its rongitud.inal reinforcenent.

Method of egaluatine th.e shearing strengths developed þ
tension in vertical sti{rn¡ps a¡rd uncnacked concrete The shear force

talcen by vertical stirrr¡ps may be evaluated indirectly by testing

similar bea¡ns wi.th gaps ín the corrpression zone. The bean in Fig. 4

is a bean similar to that in Fig. 5 e><cept that a nest of rollers is
inserted. after the fomation of the diagonaL tension crack the ne-

action at the support wirl be resisted by the shearing strength

developed by the longitudinal steel and the vertical stirmps. If the

diagonal tension crack is similar to the one in Fig. 5, the free bod.y

diagram for this beam at faílure may be shom in Fig. 4A. The vertical
forces in this diagram are the reaction R x at the support, the resultant

Tu of the tensile forces in the stirrups, a¡rd the vertical shearing

force S, of the longitudinal tensile steel.

Forequilibrirmr ãV *Q Ru '"Sr*Tu (1?)

But Sr - Rr

Tv -Rn-R,
Ave. fo * R¡ - Rr

(r8)

(1e)

m Av
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dhere fu is the critical tensíIe stress in the stirrrrps a¡rd. is the

nr.mrber of the stirmps across the ùiagonal tension crack.

Therefore the sheari:rg force taken by the stirrups of a re-

inforced concrete bean may be equal to the d.ifference of the end shears

of a beam in Series I and its corresponding beam in Series II provided

that their diagonal tension cracks are similar. Fl¡rthermore, the average

vertical tensÍle stress in the stirrups nay be obtained by cliriding the

shearing resistance of the stirnrps by the total area of the stirnrps

across the d-iagonal tension crack.

After the shear resista¡rces of the longitudinal tension bars

and the stirrups have been evaluated, the shear force taken þ the un-

cracked concrete above the neutral axis nay be detemined. indirectly
from the test results of the corresponding beams in Series II and. III.

From Eqs. (14) a¡rd (12) Sc s Rn - Rr (20)

Therefore the shear resistance of the uncracked concrete

above the neutral axis nay be eEra1 to the ùifference of end shears

of the corresponding beans in Senies III and. II.
Reùistribution of internal stresses rn the free bod.y dia-

gram of Fig. 5-4, the moment caused by the verticar forces m¡st be

bala¡rced by the couple of the horízontal forces. The horizontal forces

acting on the free body are the horizontal tension of the 1ongitud.inal

tension steel and compressíve stresses above the neutral axis. The

magnitude of the horizontal tension cannot be computed. from the bending

moment at section a-a as ín the usual n¿urner. However, it may be

determined by taking moments about Sectj-on b-b if the reaction at the
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support and the forces taken by the stirmps and the tension rein-

forcement are lcroraT" The changes of relationship of usual tensile

stresses due to the formation of diagonal- tension are lscorür as re-

distríbution of i.nternal stresses.
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CHTSPTER Vt

SPEC,TMEN$, EQUTPMEIIT, AT{D TEST PRæEDT'RFS

Specimens There ïüere t*¡enty-one simply supported rec-

tangular beans in three series, Series I, II and III, in this investi-

gation. Each series contained seven bea¡us. They were of sane size r*Íth ij
a cross section I X 14 inches a¡rd a length of six feet long. The nominal

concrete strengths varied from 2r0O0 psi to 51000 psí. The najority of

the bea¡rs had a nominal concrete strength of 31500 psi" The effectíve

de¡th of the beams ruas Atf inches approxÍmately. Three d.ifferent amounts

of longitudinal reinforcement Ïrere used; narnely, 3 - No. 8, 3 - No. 9,

and 3 - No" 1O deformed bars. Consequently, the ratios of the area of

the tensile steel bars to the effective cross sectional area of the con-

crete rsere 0.0256, 0.0326, and 0.041-2 respectively. Al-L the beams were

designed to fail in diagonal tension"

Beams of Series I the beans of Series I r¿ere planned to

investigate the shear strength of the longitudinal tension reinforcement.

No web reinforcement Ïtas provided. A portion of the compression concrete

turu and. one haLf inches r'¡ide and. five inches deep r'ras replaced by trrc

bearing plates and tr¿o rolLers" Figs. 20 - 26 show the detai-l of each

bean of th:is series. the nonrinal concrete strengths a¡rd the amount of

tension steel are listed in Tab1e I.
Beams of Series Itr These beams were designed to study the

contribution of the web reinforcenent to the shearing strength. They

¡uere si¡rilar to their corresponding beams in Seríes I except that ver-

tical stÍrrups were provided. All the r¿eb rei¡forcement was of No" 3
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deformed. bars. Three different spacings of stirn¡ps rdere used: three

inches, four and one haJ-f inches, and six inches. The detail-s of beams

of Series II are shown in Figs" 27 - 33 and in Table 2.

Beams of Series fII These beams were designed to stuity the

shearing strength offered by the concrete" The beans in this series

rr¡ere identical to those of Senies II ryithout gap. The ,tetails of these

bea^ms are shown in Figs; 34 - 40 and listed in Table 2.

I\rpeq of Loading Since shear span is also one of the

factors influencing the shearing strength of reinforced concrete beanns,

ùifferent loading conditions were used in order to study the effects of

various shearing spans on shearing strength. all the beams except

Bean ItrIAl r+ere tésted in three dÍfferent t¡Þes of loading. The loading

for Beam rrrÀ1 Ìüas a special roading drich is shorcn in Fíg" 34.

(1) tWt Loading -- the l_oad w¿s apptr-ied at the center of

the span.

(2) ttBtr Loading - the load was applied. at the points six

inches from the center line of the span.

(¡) tt0rt Loading -- the load r+as apptr-ied at the third
points of the span.

Desienation of beams In the desígnation of beams the Rona¡l

numeral was used to designate the series, the follor¡ing letter identif-
ied the ty¡le of loading and the last Ârabic numeral" 

_11r. 
the specimen )i:

ntmber in each series. the beams in the three series having the same

Arabic numerals were correspond.ing beams which formed a conbination for
evaLuating the three factors of sheani¡g strengths. 0f cou¡rse, Beam IIIÀ1

I{as an exceptíona1 beam which had no relation to any other beam at all,
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TABI,E 1

DETATI.S OF SPffiIMm.IS OF SMTE"S I

Beam No. Ê Le¡sile Steel
d NominaL fô

(ratiol (Psi) 
- 

Bar No. P - lrs/btl

IAI 2.6L 31500 3 - No" I 0.0256
I.LZ 2.61 31500 3 - No" 9 0.0326
IB3 2.09 21000 3 - No. I 0.0256
IB4 2.09 31500 3 - No. 9 0.0326
IB5 2.09 51000 3 - No. 10 0.0412
IC6 1.75 31500 3 - No" I 0.0326
TC? 1.?5 5,000 3 - No. 9 0.0326

TABIJO 2

DETATI"S OF SPECIMENS OF SMIES TT & ITI

IIAI 2"6L 3r5O0 3 - No. I 0"0256 6 0.00458
IIIÀ} I.305 31500 3 - No. I 0.0256 6 0.00458

II €/ rrraz 2.61 3r5OO 3 - No. I 0.0326 4+ 0.00610
II fr IIIB3 2.09 21000 3 - No. I 0.0256 6 0.00458
II €r rrrB4 2.09 srsoo 3 - No" I 0.0326 4* 0.00610
II t/ IIIB5 2.09 5r0OO 3 - No.10 0.04L2 3- 0.00916
II û IIrc6 L.?5 grsoo 3 - No" 9 0.0326 4È 0.00610
II t IIICT L"75 51000 3 - No" 9 0.0326 4à. CI.00610

g , TenSiIq Fteel _ No. 3 S!,irrups
Bean No. at Nominal fe Pieces t

(ratio) (psi) ;;;-il. p*As/bd s(in) ¡*ç/bs
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Design of beamg Since the failure of the specimens by

other than diagonal tension was not desirable, all beams ruere designed

to fail i.n diagonal tension. Each bean of Series III rnras designed ín

such a way that its flexr¡ra} capacity was greater than its shear capacity.

The estímated ul-tinâ.te moments due to flexural failure were based. on the

fo¡rm¡las in the article rrThe Plasticity Ratio of Concrete and lts Effect

on the llltinrate Strength of Beamstt by v. P. Jensen, rdrile those due to

shear failures were based on Moody-Viest forrrrlas. the estimated. l-oads

for shear failures were also checked by Glarkrs forrnula. ft ruas under-

stood that the shear capacitíes for the beams of Series I and II r¡ould

be lower than their comesponding beams in Series III a¡rd yet the file5r¡al

capacities would not decrease if the cernent mortar for grorting the steel

plates were strong enough to resist the conpression. Therefore, computa-

ti-ons for the design of these tr¡o series of bea¡ns !üere not necessarrlr.

libteria.ls AIL beams rsere made ¡sith ordinary portla¡rd csnent.

The specS.fic gravity of the cernent was 3.13. Both the specific grauity

of fine and coarse aggregate were 2.65. The average fi:reness modulus of
the sand røas 3.02" The maxi¡m¡¡n size of the limestone aggregate t+¿ls 3/4

inch. The surface moisture of the sand was 2.5%" The surface moisture

of the lime stones lras O.47¿.

Deformed bars of stmctural steel ¡¡ere used for the reÍnforce-
ment of the bea¡ns" Control tests of trso tensile coupons of No.i B bars rq,ere

made. The physicatr properties of Nos, 8, 9, and l0 bars were obtaÍned. frour *he

analysis and physical report of lãnitoba Rolting Mi.rl co. Ltd,
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TABIE 3

PHySICAL PRoPEnTIffi 0F STEEI, BARS

Yielit Point Tensile Elongation
Bar No. 

_ 
str-eleth str:Tgth Ø in 8tt long

3
8
I

10

63r0OO
54r0oo
4? r4OO
44r2OO

84r5OO
801500
?6r700
?3r800

18.3
2A.7
23.0
25.9

Design of concrete mixtures The co¡rcrete ¡¡ixtures of the

bea¡rs were designed to attain thein corresponding nominaL concre,te

strengths 2r00O psi, 31500 psi, and 5r0OO psi" The average m:ixhrre

ratios and rsater c€ment ratios are shown in Tabl-e 4. Tnial mixes l¡ere

used so that the slumps were r¡ithin the limit of one inch to two inches.

Stiff concrete r*as required because of the use of vÍbratons.

TABLE 4

RATIO 0F CoICRETE MIXTURES

Noninal f'c
(psi)

Ave. Èfixtures Ratios by weight Cement rdirter
Cement: Sand: Gravel Ratio bv Idèisht

2r00o

3150O

51000

L t, 4"4 ? 3.22

LE2.85t2"64

L:1.76:1.83

1.35

1"?6

2.93

the actual concrete strengths are listed in Table 5,

Chapter ltrI "
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Fab4cation of specimens The reinforc€ment for each beam of

series rr and rrr was arc welded into a rígid cage as shorør in Fígs. 6

and ?. 1\øo short No. 3 bars were welded at the Erarter points of the long-

itudinal tension bars for each beam of Series I for the pur¡lose of connect-

ing thør in propen spacing. In onler to avoid possÍble failure of bond

and anchorage, Itt,I-I/8nn ând lf,t treavy plain washers were ryelded to both

ends of the Nos. 8, 9r and 1O steel bans respectively. .A1l- reinforcement

rmas supported by trrc inches high steel chairs ín steel foms.

AlL the beams were cast in well- oiled steel fomrs vitrich mounted

on the externaL víbratons as shown in Fig. B. The vibrators were driven

by an electríc motor between the ends of the steel fonns. The eoncrete

t*as nixed in a tiLting rotary nrixer by the sÍde of the steeL fonms. AII

batching was r*eighed by scale. The concrete was chuted into the fomrs.

After each batch had been pla.ced in the fonn, the concrete mixture rras

vi-brated for about one minute for beans of Series I and II. Since two

and one hal-f batches were required to fill up one form, the total time

of vibratíon required was about three minutes for these two series. No

d.efinite time was kept for the vibration of series rrr. The tÍme of

vibration was judged on]-y by the aÞpearance of the concrete. Because

this series of beams ¡rrere the beginning few beams to be poured in the€
ner'rly ma¡rufactured vibrators, steel hangers 3y'8tt D. a¡ld 12rt d.eep were

inserted in both ends'of the beams to facilitate transportation. Great

care should Ìe taken that they would not cross the cracks and. act as

stirrups.

For¡ns were removed tvro days after casting. The beams ¡øere

paÍnted with a coat of Hotrnsure. trt is a liquid for curing concrete.
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It hardens to form a thi.n ¡nenbrane wh:ich prevents the concrete frsn

the action of rapid drying. .Ll-I- the beans were stored. in the air of the

Laboratory and tested at the ago of twenff eight days. The picture in

Fig. 9 sho¡Es the concrete beams piled up before tests. ALI the beams

ryere dtite washed prior to tests so that cracks ræuLd become readily

visible during the tests.

In pouring the beams of Series I and II a nooden block 3ft

at the top, 3rt at the bottom, Str deep, and 8tr long røas inserted in

each beam in proper posS-tion" The d.istances from the center of the

bLocks to the end.s of the beams nrere 2t-3n, 1r-9fr, ând tt-?ån for the

beams having the tWrn ttgrr, and rr0rr Loadíngs respecti-vely. All the wooden

blocks had been well soaked with water and then oiled before they rene

used, thus facilitated their removal from concrete" Since ¡øooden blocks

sweLl dren they are soaked rfith Tüater and shrink r*henrthey dry. The

blocks r+ere hamnered out to f,orm gaps rÈrere the nest of rollers rryere

grouted in. Each nest of rollers consisted of twÐ steel, pl"ates, J-0ttx

snxåtr, and two steel roLLers 1#tl. x L0'r long. In grouting the nest of

rollers both ends of the steel plates r*ere clamped i-n order to hold the

rollers in the desÍred position. Cement motar of I:L mixed was used

for grouting.

Tvro standard 6tû x 12rt control cylinders for each beam were

cast in paraffined cardboard molds in the same Ìüay and at the same time

as the beam by putting them at the end. of the steel forrn as shown in

Fig. 8. The concrete cyli-nders were cured a¡rd stored in the same nanner

as the beams and were tested at the same age as the corresponding beans

to determine the actual concrete strengths. The cylinders for bea¡ns
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,X

of Seríes I v¡ere capped with pLaster of París wtrile those of Series II
a¡ld III were capped with Vitro Bond ¡Ehich is a materia-l made r¿ith tar
and suJ-phur.

Test eguipment a¡rd proced.ure the bea¡rs were tested rsith a

fÍve foot span in three different t)Þes of loadings except Bea¡n IIIÀ1"

a 20or0o0 pound capacity trtiehl-e testing machine of the beam t¡le was

used,. Details of the testing arrangement ryere shown in Figs. 10 and Il.
The load was applied in incrernents until fail-ure. For most

beanrs of series r the increment rmas 51000 pounds fron zero load up to

a total load of 20r00O pounds, then the increment was decreased to 2rO0O
\i:1

pounds until failure occured. For beans of Series II and III all incre-

ment of load was 51000 pounds. After each incrsnent the deflection at

the center of each bea¡r n'as measured by the Riehle canti-l-ever t¡re
deflection indicator. The cracks were also traced and recorded. at the

same tÍme. The progress of cracking and phenornenj*_ 9f failure Tùere ^J

observed visually and recorded by calnera.
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CHAPTM, WI

TF'ST RESIILTS

ThÍs chapter is devoted to presenting all the test results

j-n tables, graphs, ând photographs in connection with this investigation.

The behaviors of the specimen beams rrill be d:iscussed in detail in the

latter part"

The test resuLts of the three series of reinforced concrete

bea¡ns are tabulated in Table ?. Both the cracking loads and the failure

Loads were measured. by the testing macltine. The cracking 3"oads are the

Loads at the fonmation of initial diagonal tension crack and they were

based on visual- obsenrations in the tests. The counpressive strengths

of the concrete beams in Tab1e 7 are the average values determined fron

the tests of control cyJ-inders. The individual strengths of the concrete

cyJ-inders are listed in Tab1e 5. The yíeld point strengths, ultimate

tensi.le strengths and elongations of two No" 3 steel bars are sho¡vn

in Table 6.

The load deflection curves for the corresponùing beams in

the three series except Bea¡n IIIAI ruere plotted on the same sheets for

comparison. They are presented in Figs" 12-19. Since Beam IIIAL was

tested under special load.ing condition, its load deflection curve is

shormr on a separate sheet in Fig. 1-2.

The progress of cracking a¡rcl the craek patterns of the beams

are shorsn in the photographs of Figs. 20-4-Q" The detail of each bean is

also presented betr+een the photognaphs of the crack ¡latterns on both sides
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of the beam for reference. The unit of the loads recorrled in the pictures

is given in kips.

In testing reinforced concrete beams three different stages

may be distinguished: (1) Behavior prior to formation of diagonal

tension cnacks, (z) nehavior during diagonal tension crackingo and (3)

Behavior after fo¡:mation of ùiagonal cracks. The beharrÍors of the beams

specimens rsÍJ-L be discussed in the following paragraphs"

TABI.E 5

CYï.INDB TESTS

Beam
No.

Nominal f€
(psi)

Total Load
(pounds)

stress Ave fb
(psi)

Comp. *
(psi)

IA].

TA2

IB3

I84

IB5

rc6

rc7

IIAl

TTL2

IÏ83

II84

TIBS

IIC6

3500

3500

2000

3500

5000

3500

5000

3500

3500

2000

3500

5000

3500

1211410
tr14r870
133r610
125r170

68r760
59r650

108r?10
105r1_80
LM T2OO
153r230

89r360
LL?r030
156r020
l5Irolo
II9r260

80r50o
I23r000
ll8rl80

67,54O
69r620

109r090
111r7I0
152r460
162r080
103r980
1"0?r130

4r300
4r060
4 r72A
4,43O
2r43O
2'ALO
3r840
3,72O
S,IOO
5 r42O
3r160
41130
51510
5r330
4 r2OO
2r840')+l
4r350
4r180
2r390
21460
3r860
3r950
5r380
5r700
3r680
3r780

4rLgo

4r580

2r27O

3r780

5r260

3r650

5r42O

4,2OO

4r27O

2r42O

3rgl0

5r540

3r?30
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TABLE 5 - continued

Beam Nominal fô Total Load. Comp.- stress Ave fô
No-. - (psi) (pounds) (psi) (nsi)

fic?

ITIAl

ÏITA2

IIIB3

IIIB4

ITIBS

IIIC6

IIICT

5000

3500

3500

2000

3500

5000

3500

5000

93r680
141r580
847r130
801r200
Il4ro8o
120r550

59r610
42r72O
761110

13Ir00O
64r8?0
90r090

l3Lr020

184r660
126r010

3r300*2
4rg8o
2r9g0
2r830
41040
41260
2rL00
1r510
2r7OO
4,630
2 r2g0
3rL8o
4r630

6r520
4,45O

4r980

2r910

4rL50

Irglo

3r670

21740

4r630

5r490

Note - The area of cylinder - 28.3 sq.in.

lÉt The strength of this cylinder was beli-eved to be unreliabLe

since it wias so mrch different from'the strengths of the thnee

other cylinders of II.AJ- and IIA2 wtrich were made ¡sith the sa¡ne

mix, cured in the sane rday and tested on the same date.

*zThe faiLure of this cylinder night be due to the uneven loaùing

from the henispherical loading block where some Vitrobond mater-

ial adhered to it. Therefore the strength of this cylinder ¡*as

not considered to be representative.

TÁBI,E 6

TEST OF #3 STEET BÁR,S

Area Load Ult. Load Strençh
(sq.in) (1b) (1b) (osi)

Yield Pt. Yie1d Pt. lILt"Tensile
Strength
lnsil

Elongation
%ír-8"
Long

lst bar
2nd bar

0.111

0.111

7 r000

7r00o

9r375
gr4lo

63r000

63r000

84r500

84,800

1?. s

19.0

Mearr 0.ll_1 71000 9 1394 63r000 84,650 18.25
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TABI,E ?

RffiTILTS OF TESTS OF THREE DIFFMENT SMIES

0!' B&ìÍ_EIECIMENS

Beam No.
Norninal Actual fnitiaL D.T.

^, ^lfc fc Cracking
(osi) (nsi) Load (Kins)

tllti¡nate \L, E V
:I_Load bjd

lrins) fosi)
Pu-Fc

Mode
of
Failure

IAl

T-Á,2

T83

IM

I85

rc6

IC?

IIAl

TTA2

IIB3

TI84

IIBS

IIC6

IICT

IIIAT

IIIA2

fiI83

IIIB4

III85

IIIC6

s500

3500

2000

3500

5000

3500

5000

s500

3500

2000

3500

5000

3500

5000

3500

3500

2000

3500

5000

3500

4180

4430

2270

3?80

5260

3650

5420

4200

42?O

2420

s910

5540

3730

4980

2910

4150

1810

3670

2740

4630

32.00

27.O0

35.00

48.00

4L"57

72.00

81.98

76.00

94.00

76.00

I03.45

129.95

95.00

115.00

138.96

91. s6

73.89

12L.27

113.99

144.O0

I98

168

2L7

298

258

447

5l_0

472

583

472

643

800

590

7L4

865

56?

458

754

708

895

30

25

34

40

40

,$0

44

30

40

35

40

55

40

45

75

65

35

55

50

70

1.0? T.

1.08 1.

1.03 T.

1.20 T.

1.04 T,

1.80 T.

1.87 T.

2.53 D"T.

2.35 D.T.

2.L7 D.T.

2.58 D.T.

2.34 D.T.

2.38 D.T.

2.55 D"T.

1.85 D.T.

l_. 52 T.

z"LL D.T.

2.?.L T.

2"28 D.T.

2.06 D.1.

2.07 I)oToIIIC? 5000 5490
Note: T - tension faiLure

70 145.00 900
DnÎ" - diagonal tension failure
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(1) Behavior prior to formation of diagonal tension cracks

In Figs. l-2-19 it r'f,ill be noted that the portions of the load deflection

curues belovr the cracking load are rather straight and they are more or

less parallel for the corresponding beams in the three series. These

indicate that prior to the formation of initial diagonal tension cracks

the behavior of all beams was essentid.ly elastic and the presence of

the web reinforcement had practically no effect on the behavior of the

bea¡ns. In a fe¡v beams so¡ne tension cracks formed from the bottom sur-

fact of the beams and spread vertically upward.

(2) Initial diaeonal tension cracking In SerÍes I the

initial ùiagonal. tension cracks usu4lly occurred from the bottom of the

gap inclined to the tensÍle reinforcement. In some beams these cracks

were cur:rred. do¡øt from the gap to the bottom surface of the beams. Again

some bea¡ns had. initial cracks starti-ng above the tensil-e reinforcement

and below the gap. Beam IC6 had an initiaL crack forrned in the shearing

span not contain:ing the gap and Bea¡n trC? had initial cracks in both

shearing spans of the beam at the sa¡re time.

In most beams of Series II the cracks were initiated at the

bottom of the bea¡n and inclined tor*ard the gap" In the two other beams

the diagonal tension cracks initiated at the bottom of the gap and were

inclined downr*ard. None of the beams in this series had initial crack

on the shear spans not containing the gaps. The magnitudes of the

cracking loads of the corresponding beams in Series I and II were nearly

K the same. This suggest that the initial cracking loads *rere i¡mtateriaL

of the presence of the rseb reinforcement"
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In all beams of Series III the diagonal tension cracks

started. at or above the tensile steel- bars and raere inclined uprøard.

The cracking loads h¡ere comparatively higher than the other t¡yo series

of beans. It *¡as believed. that the concentrated shearing stress i¡-

creased the intensity of diagonal tension in the beams of Series I and

il. Consequently, these two series of beams cracked at lower loads.

(g) eehav:ior after thg !@lion of diasonal tqnsion çreçhË

In five beams of Series I under ttAn a¡rd lrBtr Loadings the beams failed

sucldenly with little increase of load after the fomration of initial

diagonal cracks. The ratios of the ultimate loads to the cracking

loads were from 1.03 to L.zO" After fail-ure the cracks extended along

the longitudinal steel and along the anchored roashers. In Beam tr84 a

second set of diagonal cracks fo¡:ned above the original cracks simul-

taneously vrith failure" The second set of d.iagonal cracks were the

cracks *rhich caused the failure of the beam. In all beams the major

cracks were ¡side open and the portions of the beams above the cracks

were completely or almost conpletely separated from the beams. The

r,ride openi.ng of the cracks can be visible in the photographs of these

beams in Figs. 20-24 and are indicated ín the flLat portions at the

ends of the load deflection curves in Figs " L2-L7. No crack on the

opposite half of the beam was found except Beam IM.

For the other tr+o beams of Series I under ttQtt f,s¿ding

the major cracks developed fol-lovring the formation of initial cracks.

These cracks were cun/ed d.own from the corner of the gap and. opened

wide as soon as they appeared. However, the beams could still resist

the increase of loads, but greater deflections resulted. More cracks
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formed dren the loads were close to the failure loads. At failure the

major cracks extended in the shapes as the other bearns in this series

and opened r¡ider tha¡r r+hen they began to form. the crack patterns of

these tv¡o beams are shown in Figs. 25 and. 26. The failure loads of

these tv¡o beams were comparatively higher in this series" the ratios

of ultimate 1oads to the cracking loads were 1.80 a¡rd 1"87.

All the bea¡rs in Series I failed in the same mode" The

broken parts of Beam IB3 are shor+n in Fig. 41. In this picture it
is evident that the inclined curved plane Ì{as opened up by diagonal

tensi-on. However, the prints of the steel bars on the concrete of

the broken part r.i¡ere very clear a¡rd these indicate the opening up of

the horizontal plane along the reinforcement r*as due to tension.

These prints could have been sheared. off if the horizontal cracking

plane $ras opened up by shear force. Therefore the mode of failure

may be considered to be tension fail-ure.

For the beams of SerÍes II the upper end. of the initial
crack extended closer to the inner corner at the bottom of the gap

a.nd the lorrer end extended or split into a ne¡,r crack towand the

support as the applied load increased. then, one or two diagonal

cracks fonned in the opposite half of the beans. As further load

r'ras applied on the beams, another diagonal crack devêloped from the

outer corner of the gap in most beams and extended dov¡n to the long-

itudinal steel. At higher load some ¡nore closely spaced dÍagonaL

cracks formed in some beams yet the major crack was usuaï}y the one

from the inner corner of the gap inclined to the edge of the support

bearing plate. At failure these major cracks Ìrere open wide a¡rd were
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quite distinct from the rest of the cracks. Most of theur ca¡r be easily

seen in the photographs in Figs. 27-33 as they were accentuated in ink"

Because of the presence of the uteb rei¡rforcement the rvidth of these

cracks ¡cere nuch narro!ùer in comparison r¿ith those in Seri-es I. The

failure loads were mrch higher than those in Series I. the ratio of

the ulti¡nate loads to the cracking 1oads were from 2.L7 to 2.58 and

the noninal shearing stresses ranged from 472 to 8O0 psi. .&lL the

beams in Series II failed in diagonal tension.

In the beams of Seri-es III five out of seven beams failed

in diagonal tension and the remaining two, Beams IIIA2 and IIIMT

failecl in tension. The behavíors of the beams were different for

different modes of failure. For the beams w?rich failed in diagonal

tension in this series, the diagonal tension cracks extended further

from both ends of the initial cracks and sí¡nil-ar cracks forrned in the

opposite half of the beams as the Load increased.. Then sevenal diagonal

tension cracks forrned near cracks rshich had already formed. With further

increase of load the upper ends of the diagonal cracks extended toward

the load. The lower end of at Least one crack approached the supports

while the others inclined down to the bottom surface of the beam at

about the mid way of the shear spans. At fai-Iure one of the diagonal

cracks neached the top edge of the beans or a new diagonal crack formed

there" In some of these beams several diagonal cracks ltere open to

the same wiitth. But in the other beams rnajor cracks could still be

distinguished because only these cracks were open rside at failure.

these major cracks usually occurned from the i-nner etlge of the bearing

plates of the supports to those of the loads. The crack patterns of
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the beams wtrich failed in diagonal tension are sho*n in Figs. 34, 36'

38, 39, and 4O.

The ratios of the failure loads to the cracking loads

varied from l-.85 to 2.28 and the no¡ninal shearing stresses were from

458 to 900 psi.

For Bea.¡n TTI,LZ the diagonal cracks nere vexy shoft as

shor*n in Fig. 35. The initial ùiagonal crack did not d.evelop as the

load increased. The tension cracks fo¡rred at the central part of the

beams and. extend.ed more or less verti"cally upward. Ifith further in-

crease of l-oad sottre more short diagonal cracks forrned. They r,rere

approximately paral-Lel to the initial diagonal cracks. At faiLure the

tension cracks developed up to the mid depth of the beam and these

cracks !ùere open ínstead of the diagonal cracks. The beam failed in

tension.

For Beam IIIM several diagonal cracks formed in both the

shear spans. These cracks extended much longer than those in Bea¡n IIIA2.

Horæver, tension cracks in the niddle part of the bean developed at the

sar¡e time. Á,t failure the tensíon cracks were open rside but not the

diagonal tension cracks. It rsas doubtful whether the beam would fail

in diagonal tension if the beam v¡ene reload.ed with a four foot span

a¡rd a center load. fn reloa.di¡g the beam in this ¡¿ay there røas no fur-

ther d.evelopment i¡ the diagonal tension cracks nor in the tension

cracks. the beam did resist a higher load. At failure sone cracks formed

in the cunpression zone of the centraL part of the beam. This i-nd;icated

that the bea¡r failed. i-n compression under neJ-oad.i-ng condition. Both the
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loading and reloading curve are presenteC in Fig. 1,1 and the crack

pattern of the bea¡n is shorsn in Fig. 3?.

Orig:ina[y Beam IIIAI vras planned to be loaded as the

usual rrAn Loading, having a center load and a fi.ve foot span. The

shearing capacity of Beam IIIA1 was less than that of Bea.ur TTIA?

because of the iveaker concrete strength and smalLer a¡nounts of both

tensile and web reinforcenent in the fonner beam. In the testing

program Beam IIIA2 was tested before that of Beam ItrIAI. After havi.ng

understood that Beam trtrrA2 failed in tension, it was decided to test

Beam rrral to a special loading with 3t-6tt span and q"ith loads six

inches from the center of the beam in order to avoid tension failure.

as expected, it failed in di"agonal- tensi.on under the special loading

condition" The behavior of this beam rsas similar to the other beans

in Series III ¡dhich failed in diagonal tension.
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CHAPTER VTII

hÌ,IÁLYSIS 0F TEST REST LTS

Since the mode of falLure for the beams of Series I was

not in diagonal tension a¡rd the crack pattems of the beams in the

other two series did not entirely follo¡s the cracks as assumed in

Chapter V, some modifications to the method of analysis dr:ich had.

been set up in that chapter had to be made. However, the general

principles rrere stilI bel-ieved to be applicable. The purpose of

this chapter is to discuss the probable reasons for the failure of

beams in Series I and. to present an analysis of the test results.

From the results and the information of other investigations in this

fiel-d, a tentative conctrusion is possible for the magnitudes of shear

resistances offered by web reinforcement, tension steel, €md uncracked

concrete together ryith the effect of ratio of beam depth to shear spano

Study of failure for beams in SeliçS I As already men-

tioned in the previous chapter the final farilure of all beams in Series

I v¡as due to the opening up of cracks along the J-ongítudinal steel- by

tension foLlowÍng the forrnation of diagonal tension cracks" The

sketch in Fig. 42 shows a typical crack pattem of a beam Ín this

series. Fig. 42a represents a free body d:iagram above the center

plane of the tension steel in the tr-eft part of the beam just before

the opening of the horizontal cracks. It is obvious that the compres-

sÍve force C1 and the reaction R1 are trdo of the forces acting on the

free body" No stress ca¡r exist across the d.iagonal" crack. In order

to naintain equilibrium it seems tr-ogical to consid.er that there is a
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horizontal shear force S acting along the center plane of the longitud-

inal steel in the opposite direction of the conpressive force C and

that there is a vertical tension force T against the reaction R1' It

is believed that this tension force is the force causing failure in

Series I. The couples forrned by the horizontal forces a¡rd the vertical

forces m¡st be equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. So Eqs.

(zt), (22) and (zs) ¡nay be obtained.

P1

2

PrJ. . \̂t
2

(z+\

lo.

åF* a 0

åFy a o

c1 æs

TaRls

(2L)

(22)

(zs)ã% a o Cf.iil æ

Eq. (zS) may be r+ritten as in Eq.

FrB 2 c1.jd (z+)
q

trbom Eq" (24) ít, will be noted that the distance q

between the vertical forces is one of the factors affecting the

ultfurate load P1. The d.ista¡rce g seems to be governed by shear

span. It is therefore likeJ-y that the longer the shear span, the

lorøer the ultinate load required to break the beam. this is con-

sistent with the test results r¿trich indicated that the ultimate

loads increase as the shear spans in beams decreased.

Derivation of ultimatg shear equatiglr for beams of Selies

fi Because tension failure occurred in beams of Series I, the test

results of these beams were of no practical value in evaluating the

important factors resisting diagonal tension. Therefore the analyses

of diagonal tension had to be started from beams in Series II.
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It Ìrill be noted in the results of tests for the beams of

Series II in Table 7 that, both the ul-timate loads of Beams IfAl and

IIB3 were equal to seventy six kips. Each of these two bea¡ns had

three No. I bars as the tension steel- and had No. 3 stirnrps spacing

at six inches in their shear spans. However, the concrete strength of

Bea¡r IIA1 was 41200 psi lehile that of Bea¡r IIB3 was 21420 psi. F\rther

the lengths of their shear spans were different. Again, the failure

loads of Beams IIA2 and IICG rsere nearLy equal. The former failed at

a load of ninety,-four kips and the latter failed at a load of ninety-

five kips. The failure load of Beam IIB4 ¡sas about 103 kips, v¡trich

was onJ-y 9 per cents higher than Beams IIA2 and IIC6. These three

beans had the same amounts of tensi-on steel, three No. 9 steel bars,

and the same amounts of stirmps, No. 3 bar spacing at at inches, in

their shean spans. However, their concrete strengths and shear spâns

were different. The stnengths of Beams TÍLz, IIM, and IIC6 were

4r27O psi, 3r9I0 psi, and 31730 psi respectively. Their ratios of

shear span to effective depth r.rere 2.61 , 2.Og and 1.?5. The character-

istÍcs of these beams indicate that the uftimate Loads for the beams of

Series II seemed to be independent of the concrete strengths and the

shear spans. Thus it agrees çdth the principle presented in Ghapter V,

that the applied loads for beams of Series II had to be resisted by

stirrups and tension reinforcement after the fonnation of diagonal

crack.

From the above studies it rqas believed that the free body

diagrans for the beams of this series nust be sonewhat similar to the

one as shorør in Fig. 44. The slight difference wouLd be that portion
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of the diagonal cracks because the actual cracks r*ere not exactly the

same as the assumed crack. It rvas realized. that the stresses in the

stirmps at points crossing a major diagonal cnack would be very close

to the yield point stress of the web reinf,orcement. Therefore in each

bearn the total approximate tension taken by the stirrups can be deter-

nined by nmltiplying the yield. point stress of stirmp, 631000 psi, by

the total area of all the stirnrps crossing the major crack. Thenr the

shear force taken by the tension reinforcement ¡rmst be equal to the

dj.fference of the ultimate end shear and the tension of the stirrups.

It is very likely that the shear resistance offered by tension steeL

is directly proportional to the anea of steel. By plotting the shear

forces of the tension reinforcement against the areas of the tension

steel for all seven beams, a straight lÍne r,rh:ich passes through the

origin of the co-ordinates and fit -the points best should represent {

the equation of ultimate shear for the beams of Series II.

Àlthough the details of beams and the pictures of crack

patterns in Figs. 27 - 33 can be used as guides to estimate roughly

the nr¡mbers of stirrups across the rnajor cracks of the beamsr fet
the nunbers so deter:nined. are not clear enough for some beans such

as Beanns IIB3 a¡rd IIB5" In Fig. 3I it is seen that the major crack

of Beam IIB5 was not distinguishable. If the crack from the minor

corner of the gap inc}ined to the inner edge of the support bearing

plate ruas the major cracko it is obvious that the four'th ar¡d the

fifth stirrups from the left end of the beam rçere crossed by thi-s

major crack. Hor+ever, the third stirrup from the end ruas cut by

this crack in the vicinity of the tension reinforcement. It r¿as
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iloubtful whether this stirrup should. be involved. in the free body to

evaluate the shear force taken by the rqeb reinforcement. Similartr-y,

i¡ Bean IIB3 it r+as possible to consider that either tr*¡o or four No. 3

steel bars of the rrreb reinforcement Þ¡ere stnessed nearly to the yiel<I

point stress. It r¿as felt that the best r*ay to solve this problem was

to plot all the possible shear values resÍsted by the tension steel of

Beams IIB3 and IIBS together with the more definite shear values of the

tension steel fron the rest of the beams i.n Series II against their

corresponding areas of tension steel. The group of points defining a

best straight line through the origin was adopted" Such a pLot is

shown in Fig. 43 and the calculations are listed in Table 8. Four No.

3 steel bars in web reinforcement of Beam IIB3 and six No. 3 steel bars

in Beam IIB5 were found to be in action ín their fnee body diagrarns.

From the straight line in Fig. 43 the unit shearing stress of tension

reinforcement was evaluated at 61000 psi. The ultimate equation fon

bea¡ns of Series If failing in diagonal tensíon could be erpressed. in

Eq. (25) r.r*rich is an equation of ul-timate end shear in terrns of the

area of tension and web reinforcement.

Vn E 63Av+6Ä5 (2s)

rdrene Vn q l-[Ltimate shear force in kips at diagona]

tension failure for beams of Series II.
s Area of stirrups in square inches crossed

by a major crack in the shear span r*ith gap.

a Area of tensile steel- in square inches.

Beams IIC6 and IICZ were very similar although they had

different concrete strengths. Each one had three No.9 tension

Av

As
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reinforcenent bars and No. 3 vertical stinrups spaced. at, 4+ inches in

their shear spans. Both *rere loaded at the third points. The concrete

strength for Beam IIC6 was 3r?30 psi and that for Beam IICT was 41980

psi. The uJ.timate end shears r+ere 47.5 kips for the former and 57.5

kips for the latter one. At first glance, it uould appear that this

was contradictory to the principle that the ultimate load for beams of

Series II failing in diagonal tension depends upon their reinforcement

aLone. However, the test results inight be explained by the following

argument. In the pictunes of Beam ItrC6 in Fig. 32, j-t will be observed

that the major crack was distinguished fro¡n the other cracks and. it cut

the second and third stirrups from the end of the beam. Therefore, four

No. 3 steel bars of web reinforcement were included in its free body.

In the pictures of Bearu IICT in Fig. 33, approximate paraltr-e1 cracks

occumed at the shear span and i-t was d.ifficult to distinguish r*ihich

was the major crack. If that part of this beam above the uppennost

crack starting fron the outer corner of the gap was taken as a free body,

then the fÍrst, second, and the third stirrups from the left end of the

beam wou1d. be involved" In other words in Beam IICT a total number of

six No. 3 steel bars or t*ro more than that of Beam IICS should be

counted in for the evaluation of the u1tÍ¡nate end shear. In this r*ay

the computed ultimate end shears based on Eq. (ZS) were figured to be

45.7 kips for Beam IIC6 and 59.6 ki.ps for Beam IIC?. Their percent

errors compared with the actual shears are less thaa 4 per cent.

A comparison of the actual and cornputed ultimate shear

loads for the seven beams of Series II are presented in Tab1e 9. The

marimum computed ultimate shear based on Eq. (ZS) was found to be l-1.?
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TABTE B

EVALUAIIoN_ 0F THE SHEAR FoRCES TAIG¡'I BLTgUSIoN STIüL

FOR BEA}4S OF SffitES II

Beam
No.

tIIt. Shear Vn
(kips)

Vs -634v As
(kips) (sq.io. )

Av
(sq.in. )

4
63 Âv
(kips)

IIAl

ÍTA2

IIB3

II84

TI85

IIC6

IICT

38.00

4?.OO

38.00

51.73

64.43

47.50

57.50

0.44

o.44

0.44

0.44

0"66

o.44

0.66

27.70

27.70

27.70

27.70

41.60

27.70

4l_"60

10.30

le.30

10.30

24.O3

22.83

19.80

15. 90

2.35

3.00

2.35

3.00

3. ?9

3.00

3.00

TABLE 9

C0MPARIS0N 0F AgIUAL ANp CoMPyTED SHEAR I,0ADS

FOR BEAI'6 OF SERIES II

(1)
Beam
No.

(3)
CaI. Vl Actual Vn
(kips) (kips)

(4)
Cal. V¡ - Vn

(kips)

(2) (5)
Percentage

error

TIAl

TTA2

ÏIB3

IIB4

II85
rrc6

ilc?

41.8

45.7

41.8

45.?

64"4

45.7

59.6

38.00

4?.00

38.00

5I. ?3

64.43

47.50

57.50

+3.80

-1.30

+3.80

-6.03

0

-1.80

+2.L

+10.0

- 2.8

+10"0

-11. ?

0

- 3.8

+ 3"7
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per cent less than the actual shear in Beam IIM. For the rest of the

beams their uttimate shean loads could be computed by means of Eq. (ZS)

to within l0 per cent accriracy. Tb:is ulti¡nate equation &¡as therefore

considered to be satisfactory for these se\ren beams in Series IÏ. å,

gnaphicatr presentation of the comparison is also available and is shorøn

in Fig" 44. The actual ultimate shears were ptr-otted as abscissas while

their comespondíng connputed shears by Eq. (ZS) wene plotted as ordinates.

If the computed shear val-ue is equal to its actual shear then this point

should lie on the 45 deg. line such as the point for Beam IIB5 on the

gnaph. Therefore the closer the points to the 45 deg. line, the more

accurate the conrputed shear woul-d be.

Derivation of ul-ti¡nate shear eguation for beams of þ!g.
trII As already stated in the pnevíous chapter two beanrs of Series

trII faíIed in tension, so the test results of only five beams ¡sene

avai.labLe fon the analysis. Since the majon cracks in most of these

beams ¡øere not distinguished, the free bodies of these beams at dia-

gonal tension faíIure were arbitrarily taken to be similar to that Ín

Fig. 5A røi.th the major crack inclined up to the neutral axis. Álthough

it was impossible to evaluate the Location of the neutral axes of these

beams from the available data in this investigatÍon, ¡ret it was reason-

able to assume the depths of the neutral axes of these beams to be

within the range of three to five inches. Based on these assumptions

the major cracks of these beams may be sketched as shown in the details

of Figs. 34, 36, 38, 39, and 40. Under these círcumstances the stirrup

i¡mnediately adjacent to the applied load in the span betrøeen the inner

edge of the support beaning plaùe and the outer edge of the Load beaning
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pl-ate \das not i-ncluded il the free body diagram of each beam except

Beam trtrI$tr. It nay be argued that thi.s stirnrp r*ould be in acti-on,

since actuaJ-ly the major diagonal crack of each bea¡n crossed it. 0f

course, this ís quite tn¡e. However, it has been measured by some

investigators in this fi.e1d. that the straÍns are all*ays Iargest in the

stirnups located near the middle of the shear span and decreases toward

the support and Load points. Hence the effect of negS-ecting this part-

j-cr¡}ar stirmp near the 3-oad m5.ght be conrpensated by assunring the rest

of the stirrups in the shear span stressed to the yi.e1d point stresses.

.{ccording to the principtre set forth in Chapter V the shear

l"oads for the beans of Seríes ItrI should be taken by the shear resist-

ance of the tensíon reinforcement, the tensi-on of the stirrups and the

shearÍng strength of the concrete above the neutnal- a:cis. All the

ul-timate l-oads of the beams i.n Senies III roere orpected to be considen-

ably higher tha¡r those of their correspondi-ng beams in Seri-es Ïtr. Horv-

evetr, trso beams in Series III had com¡larativel"y J-ower loads than their

comesponding beams in Series II. The ultimate l-oads of Beams IIIE3

*ras ?3.89 kips while that of Beam IIB3 was 76 kips. The ultímate

loads for Beans IIIB5 and IIB5 were l-13.89 kips and 128.85 kips res-

pectively. This might be explained by the reason that the numbers of

stirrups corssing the major cracks might not necessarÍly be the same

for the coruesponding beans in these tÌ,Jo series. It was deci-ded to

assume that two No. 3 steel bars of the web reinforce¡nent for Beam

IIIB3 a¡d four No. 3 steel bans of that for Beam IItrB5 in the nriddle

of the shear spans were considered to be effective, and stressed up

to the yi.el<I poÍnt stress of 6310OO psi-. Consequently, the direct
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application of Eq. (ZO) for the evaluation of the shear resista¡rces

of concrete above neutra-L axes $ìas prevented. Fort¡.rnate1y, it was

reaLized that the portion of, the norninal shearing stress contributed

from concrete for beams fai1ing in diagonal tension would be dÍnectJ.y

proportional to the compressive concrete stnength and the ratio of

effective depth to shear span. Based. on this and Eq. (ZS) an ul-tim-

ate load equation for the beams of Series III failing in diagonal

tension was derived.

The necessary computations for the derivation of, the ultim-

ate load equation are shown in Table l-0. Most of the columns contained

in thís tabLe are seLf oç}anatory. The effectíve areas of the stirmps

crossed by the rnajon cracks of the bea¡r.s are Listed in Col-. (S) of

Table l-0" It should be noted that these areas for Beams IIIB3, IItrBs,

and IIICT are different from those for thein corresponding beams ín

Series fI. kri.th the areas of both tension and effectíve ¡*eb reinfonce-

rnent lanown, that part of the nom:inal sheaning stresses taken by the

reinfoncement can be computed a¡rd are listed in Col. (4). Now the

remaining part of the nominal shearing stress resisted by concrete in

CoI. (5) must be equal to the difference of the total non:inal shearing

stresses i-n Col. (2) and those in CoI. (4). The values for the pro-

ducts of compressive concrete strength and ratio of effective depth

to shear span for the beams are presented in Col-. (?). By plotting

these values as abscissas and the nominal shearing stresses taken by

concrete as ordinates as shown in Fi.g. 450 a straight Ii-ne fit o¡r e

these points through the origin of the graph was obtained. The

straight Line dete¡rnines the a¡nount of the cantríbution of the concrete
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TABLE 10

coMPIn$rIoNS Fg&fi{E DmlVArLON OLttLgr}{A_E EggArI0N

FoRJ¡.l0sE BEAI'4S gF smLES I-ÏLWqE_IAIIÆD

rN_DIAG0NAL!rysloN

i:î "r' I I* A; ' 
E*åi=J"."' .,o-io,,o + tô 5

(p"i) "'* (sq.in.l Tiã-- (psi) (ratio) (psi)

--
A2

83 458 t.22 348 110 0.478 865

84

B5 ?08 A.44 627 8L 0.478 1310

c6 895 0.44 568 327 0.s72 2650

c? 900 0.44 568 332 0"572 3140

TABLE T.T

cor{PARrsoN 0F No}fi$ltl, A}lI} .clluçIJI4IED ULTIMITE gHBTRING STBEESES

FOR TH0SE BEAI',S 0F SRIES III hTHICH FAXT.ED IN DIAGONAL TrySION

(1) {2) (3) (4) (s)
Bea¡n vE * Vu. - Calv* Calvr- v^ Percentage
No."l;ã-uerror

fosi-) (esi) (psi)

IIrAI 865 786 -?9 -9.1-

L2

83 4s8 452 4 -0.8
M
85 708 ?84 +76 +L0.7

c6 895 886 -9 -L.0
C? 90O 945 +45 +5.0
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strength to shear resistance.

shean equation, Eq. (26), fon

diagonal tension.

bjd

Ft¡rthertore, it represents the ul-timate

the bea¡ns of Series III *ürích faíled in

+ o.l-2 f¿. g (26)
a

vn *¡ 63Ay + 645) x 11000 + 0.12 f¿.9
\-Jã-- / a

of¡ vE = 63r6gg¡v + 6r000As
bjd

this ultimate equation is ex¡lressed by the ultfunate

no¡nina,l shearing stress in pound per square inch. The first and the

second tenns in the right hand side of the equation are nothing more

than that of Eq. (25) expressed in ncnninal shearing stress a¡rd the

last term is the shear resistance contributed by the concrete of the

conrpression zone. This temi agrees exactly u¡ith the terrn repnesent-

ing the contri.bution of concrete and the effect of shean span in Eq.

tJ,zl , CLarkrs enr¡lirical ultimate equatíon. Moreover, the second tervn

of Eq, (zO) nav be newritten as 61000 p/j. If j is taken as ?/8 ttren

this terrn becomes very close to ?r000p which agrees again v¡ith the

shear resistance of tension steel in Clarkls formuLa.

The comparison of the nominal- a¡rd compr.lted ultimate shear-

ing stresses of the beams in Series III failing in diagonal tension

are presented in Tabte 11. the maxi¡mrm error is in Beam IIIB5 and the

computed value is I0.7 per cent more than its nominal stress. For the

rest of the beams the percentage errors are ryithin 10 per cent accura.cy.

The graphical presentåtion for the conrparisons are shol*n in Fig. 46"
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CHAPTER IX

suMMARy, DISCüSSI0Ng AND RECoMMENDATIoNS

Surunary This investigation of ùiagonal tension of re-

inforced concrete beams was based on the experimentatr study of trrrenty*

one simply supported. rectangular bea¡ns. These beams were eight inches

wide, fourteen' j-nches deep, a¡rd six feet trong. three different tlçes

of loading were used: center load, load at points six inches from

center of span, and third point load. The loading span r*as five feet

for all beams except one beam. The web reinforcement rras liÍdted to
vertical two-legged stirrups. The reinforcing skeLetons Þ:ere arc

wel-ded before being put in the steel forms for pourilg concrete. The

concrete ¡+as consolidated qrith externa-l- vibrators.

Three different senies of beams were made a¡d each series

included seven beams. Each bean of Seríes I and II had a nest of

rollers and bearing plates inserted in the compression zone of the con-

crete. I{eb reinforcement was provided fon beams of Series II and III.
It rr¡as attempted to evaluate the shearing resistances of the tension

steel, the web reinforcement and the portion of concrete above the

neutra-l axis from the beams of Serj"es I, II, and III respectivel-y.

The beams of Series I failed i.n an unexpected ruay. The

beams cracl<ed and opened up along the longitudinal steel in the region

of the support after the formation of diagonaS- tensi-on cracks No infomr-

ation v¡as obtained for the analysis. All the beams of Series II failed

in diagonal tension. The major cracks ç¡ere distinguishable for most
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of these beams. From the studies of the test results it was tentatively

concluded that the shear capacity of this ty¡le of beamsis governed by

reinforcing steel and independent of the concrete strength. Based on

the assunption that the stirmps crossed by the major cracks were

stressed up to the yield poi-nt strength, the shear resistance of the

tension steel r+as evaluated to be 6r000psi. Eq. (ZS) was devetr-oped to

be the ultimate shear equation for the beams of Series II.

Two beans of Series III failed by ordinary tension failure.

the rest of thern failed in diagonal tension. For most of the beams

faiS-ing in diagonal tension, the rnajor cracks wene not distinguishable.

In some of these beams several approximately parallel cracks opened

rside. From the test results it reveal-ed that the fai-l-ure of the beams

in Series III might occur before the yielding of al-l stirrups ç¡h:ich

T{ere crossed by the major cracks. However, the nu¡nber of the effect-

i.ve stilrqps for the beams of Series trII could be iudged from the test

results. The nominal shearing stress contributed by concrete in the

compnession zone was evaluated to be 0.12f1.d/a anil the ultirnate shear

equation for the beams of Seri-es III fail-ing in diagonal tension was

obtained and expressed in Bq. (Ze). Both the ultimate equations were

satisfactory for computing the ultimate shears for the beams of Serj-es

II and III failing in diagonal tension.

Discpsgions The a¡rount of the contribution of tension

steel and uncracked concrete to shear strength evaluated in this

investigation agree ¡+ith those in Cl-arkts enpirical for:rnu1a. However,

the eval-uated shearÍng resistance of the tension steel Seems to be

considerably high if it i-s offered by the vertical shear of tension
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steel alone. For a very short el-ement of round longitudinal steel bar

rdrich is acted on by a coupl-e of vertica^l forces at both ends and

puIled by tension fonces along the a:cis of the bar, the bond stress

required to maintain equilibrium can be computed fnom the fonnula

u E v Í /4. By this fornmla the bond stress has been cornputed as high

as 41720 psi for a vertical shearing stress of 61000 psi. This is art

exceptional high value for bond stress. In a study of the di-stribution

of tensile and. bond stress R.M. I'fains measured the maxiim¡n bond stress

to be 31900 psi. It seerns possible that the shearing resistance of

tensile steel- is contributed by the cornbined acti-on of the vertical

shearing stress and the vertical comllonent of the tensile force of

the tr-ongitudinal reinforcement. The latter núght be a rest¡lt due to

that portion of steel- reinforcement luhich would be bent into an

ineLÍned. posítion v¡ithin the major diagonal crack.

trt nmst be emphasized that both Ðqs. (ZS) and (26) are

just tentative equations since they r+ere derived from a few bea¡n

specimens. The application of Ðq. (ze) is limited to beans similar

to those of Series III and its accuracy is depended on the correctness ì(
of the estimation of the numbers of effective stirrups. Therefore

further j-nvestigation is necessary to cover more ty¡les of reinforced

concrete beams and. to dete¡rnine the effectiveness of r¿eb reinforcement.

The control of the concrete strengths of the beam specimens

r{as not very satisfactory especiálly for those in Series IItr. The

F f-ggr"p*cy of the designed and the actual côncrete strengths are
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listed. in Table 5, Chapter VII. The actual strengths for most of the

beams were comparatively higher than the designed strengths. rrDesign

and Control of Concrete ì,fi:çturestr pubtr-ished by Portland Cement Assoc-

iation states: ttVibration of itself does not make concrete stronger,

...tr therefore, it was clear that the increase of strengths was not

due to vibration. Probably, it rdas caused by the better curing method

of painting the seatr-ing curing compound on the surfaces of the beams.

However, two beams in Series III had. concrete strengths nurch Ior,¡er

than their designed strengths. A possible cause might be due to the

high water content of the sand used in mi:cing the concrete for these

two beans. It was not realized at that time that a nett supply of

sand having a high moisture content was added to the stocþiIe.

Recolnmendqlio45 The following recommendations are ¡nade

for further i¡vestigation in the future.

t. The failure of beams of Series I due to the longitud-

inal crack may be prevented by pnoviding stir¡:ups in the over-hanging

ends beyond the supports as shown in Fig. 47.

2. If the same concrete strength is required fon arry

three corresponding beams in different series, the concrete may be

poured as layers of same depth into the three beam forms from one

rnixing batch. If possibtr-e, support them on one vibrator so that they

will be subject to sane vibration.

3. Beams with T section and other kind of v¡eb rei-nforce-

ment can be investigated. by the si.milar theories a¡rd nethods.

4. If necessatrJr, use strain gages to check the effective-

ness of web reinforcement.
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